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Xavier basketball joins in Autism Awareness Day

By Tim Wilmes
other men’s basketball
Sports Editor
coaches to wear during
Xavier basketball head
their respective teams’
coach Chris Mack was one
games on Saturday.
of 84 college basketball
In wearing their pins
coaches wearing a pin to
during Xavier’s televised
promote autism awareness
matchup, Mack and
in the Musketeers’ game
Seton Hall head coach
against Seton Hall on Feb.
Kevin Willard joined
1 at Cintas Center.
coaching legends such as
The campaign, Autism
Duke’s Mike Krzyzwski,
Awareness Day in College
Micigan State’s Tom
Basketball, began as a way
Izzo, Kansas’ Bill Self,
for Marshall University
Syracuse’s Jim Boeheim,
men’s basketball coach
North Carolina’s Roy
Tom Herrion and Towson
Williams, Louisville’s Rick
University men’s basketPitino and Kentucky’s
ball coach Pat Skerry to
John Calipari.
raise awareness of autism
Former Xavier men’s
throughout the United
basketball head coaches
States.
Sean Miller and Thad
Newswire photo by Andrew Matsushita Matta,
Herrion and Skerry
now of the
both have sons with au- Xavier men’s basketball head coach Chris Mack wore University of Arizona
tism, an incurable disease a puzzle pin for Autism Awareness last weekend.
and The Ohio State
Ohio — it could cost some famithat currently affects one
University, respectively,
in 88 children and one in 54 males lies over $50,000 a year to treat showed their support as well.
autism.
in the United States.
With some of the biggest
In an effort to promote aware- names in college basketball showAt least 31 states specifically
require medical insures to pay for ness of the challenges that face ing off their Autism Speaks pin
the families with children with au- to audiences all over the nation,
autism treatments.
However, for families living tism, the two coaches sent a blue, Herrion and Skerry’s movement
in the 29 other states that do not puzzle piece-shaped pin from the have brought a widespread awareoffer this coverage — including Autism Speaks organization to 82 ness to the issue of autism. “The

goal is to educate all of the country about autism and the depth of
what autism is,” Herrion said via
Autismspeaks.org. “I don’t think
the country understands how serious a developmental disability is,
and I think it’s equally important
that not all states understand what
autism is when it comes to insurance reform. So many kids are
falling through the cracks.”
Mack’s support of Herrion
and Skerry’s movement is another public showing of Xavier
University’s desire to raise awareness for autism. Physical Plant
has illuminated the clock tower in
Gallagher Student Center blue in
the past in recognition of Autism
Awareness Month in April.
Xavier sports teams have also
supported other awareness causes,
such as men’s soccer’s Down
Syndrome Awareness games held
in honor of head coach Andy
Fleming’s daughter, Devin.
For more information about
autism awareness on Xavier’s
campus, interested students can
contact Autism Speaks U Xavier
University club president Emily
Riepenhoff at riepenhoffe@xavier.edu.
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Club Profile: The Most
Noble History Club
By Patrick E. PHillips

Arts & Entertainment Editor
Taking a creative, fun spin
on academics, The Most Noble
History Club of Xavier University
(commonly referred to as History
Club) offers students entertaining
hands-on experiences with their
studies.
The Most Noble History Club
is dedicated to creating an environment where both history enthusiasts and casual admirers can
come together for fun, historicalbased events.
During its first year, the club
started with six members and
slowly grew throughout the year.
It hosted several guest speakers
and attended a Cincinnati Civil
War Walking Tour in Over-theRhine.
Four years later, the club has
expanded its membership and
now hosts a variety of different
events.
“We have really stepped it up
and have become more active,”
History Club President Kelly
Schmidt said.
Recently, the club has taken
trips to the Renaissance Festival.
Members of the club also volunteered at the Heritage Village
Museum for their “haunted village,” acting as ghosts and work-

ing face-painting stations.
The club has also hosted events
tailored to Xavier University’s history. Club members surveyed
Xavier students about various
historical events on campus and
hosted a Xavier University “Family
Feud” event for anyone to attend.
“I love seeing people’s enthusiasm whether they are history
majors or not. It’s great to see everyone come together and share
their knowledge and laugh and be
entertained by history,” Schmidt
said.
History Club has a number of
upcoming events for students. to
attend.
The club will be hosting a
Valentine’s Day event with Visiting
History Professor Dr. Marita von
Weissenberg to discuss the history
of St. Valentine. Attendees will
also learn some Victorian flirting,
at 6 p.m. on Feb. 13 in Hailstones
2.
“We don’t host any events
where non-majors will feel left
out in attending. The great thing
about history is that everyone
knows some kind of history and
can participate,” Schmidt said.
If you are interested in getting
involved in History Club, meetings
take place at 2 p.m. bi-weekly on
Wednesdays in Hailstones 100X.
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Campus Police enforce curfew
in Cohen after security incident
By Tatum Hunter

Staff Writer
Campus Police is increasing its
efforts to enforce the hours of operation of the A.B. Cohen Center
due to a recent safety concern.
According to a report from
Campus Police, two students reported witnessing a contracted
employee viewing pornographic
material on Jan. 30 in a Cohen
Center computer lab. The students had waited approximately
eight hours to contact Campus
Police. The incident took place
after 2 a.m., the time at which all
students are supposed to be out
of the building for the night.
The university dealt with the issue internally, and the contracted
employee was terminated.
Art Department Chair Kelly
Phelps sent an email to all art students stating that they must abide
by the 2 a.m. cut off or be faced
with a $50 fine from Campus
Police. The email also requested
that students take increased security measures.
“There are no new fines or regulations. Not unless the art department is doing something I don’t
know about,” Lt. William Smith
of Campus Police said. “They
were in there after hours … and
when that was discovered, that

-Paid Advertisement-

Newswire file photo

Campus Police is enforcing a 2 a.m. curfew for students working in the
Cohen Center after a recent late-night security incident in a computer lab.

made everyone question whether
the rules are being followed.”
“I don’t think that rule has
had to be enforced in the last two
years,” Smith said. “There’s been
a certain level of trust, but we are
going to increase patrols if it’s
necessary. We’ll be more vigilant
about checking that area.”
Students found in Cohen after
2 a.m. will be given a warning and
cited in an incident report that
is given to the art chair. Further
violations can warrant a fine and
a report to the Dean of Students,
which may result in a disciplinary
hearing for violating university
policy. Smith said that continuing violations will result in larger
fines.
“I would say the safety concern

is that the students were in there
after hours … There’s nobody in
there supervising. There’s a potential danger to them being in there
after hours with nobody around,”
Smith said.
According to senior Zach
Julian, many art students are displeased with the decision.
“There are a lot of students
who have other classes, commitments or jobs and can’t find the
time during the day to work on
their projects,” Julian said. “These
aren’t things you can just spend
half-hour intervals on. You have
to commit to extended periods of
time and late night work… The
fact that they are all of a sudden
enforcing this rule is completely
ludicrous.”
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Professor profile: Dr. Kristen Renzi Student senator works to
By Taylor Fulkerson

Opinion & Editorial Editor
Dr. Kristen Renzi, who specializes in Victorian
and transatlantic 19th
century
literature,
is new to Xavier’s
English department
this year. She has
both her Ph.D. and
MFA in poetry from
Indiana University.
The Newswire sat
down with her to talk
about her academic
interests,
teaching
and classwork, personal reading habits
and everything in
between.
Xavier Newswire:
Could you explain your academic interests a little bit?
Kristen Renzi: I study literature from the late 19th and early
20th centuries produced both in
Britain and America, particularly
when the ideas/issues this literature raises engage with each other
across national boundaries. I’m
particularly interested in issues of
gender, race, sexuality and class in
the context of early transatlantic
feminist movements.
XN: Which classes will you be
teaching here at Xavier?
KR: I’ll be teaching courses in
19th and early 20th century British

and transatlantic literature, critical
theory and poetry (from both literary and creative angles). I also

of Disquiet” by Fernando Pessoa,
a Portuguese poet.
XN: Do you look forward to
teaching any particular
classes?
KR: I look forward to teaching
a wide range of
classes to both majors and non-majors
alike. I particularly
like teaching poetry,
especially since most
folks don’t feel comfortable with it. I like
helping people gain
confidence reading
poems and witnessing them experience
poetry’s power.
Photo courtesy of Xavier.edu
XN: What are
teach Literature and the Moral some of your hobbies or interests outside
Imagination.
of your academic work?
XN: Who is your favorite author?
KR: The great thing about beKR: That’s not a fair question ing an English professor is that I
(laughs). You should ask me what often am able to incorporate my
I like that I’m reading right now.
interests into my course design.
XN: Then what do you like that I love documentary film and the
you’re reading right now?
history of science, interests which
KR: One of my longtime favor- frequently find their way into my
ite writers is Wisława Szymborska, courses. I also draw and photoa Polish poet who received a Nobel graph, and I write and bind my
prize. She’s witty, philosophical own artist books. I recently made
and very very smart. Also, Carson some germ paintings in Albers
McCullers’s “The Member of the with some colleagues from other
Wedding”: it’s achingly human, departments. I guess I’m just genone of the best books I’ve ever erally curious. Sometimes I do
read. I’m also reading “The Book math for fun, too.

-Paid Advertisement-

reform medical amnesty
By Andrew koch

Campus News Editor
Student senator Andrew Redd
is leading an initiative that will
change how the university handles
issues of medical amnesty.
Medical amnesty is the softening of legal punishments in medical emergencies. In this context,
the term refers to what punishments (if any) are leveled against
underage students who call for
medical help when another underage student has been consuming
unsafe amounts of alcohol.
The initiative, which has the
slogan “Make the call that counts,”
plans to change university policy
regarding how students who call
for medical attention for another
underage, intoxicated student will
be punished.
Under current university policy,
an underage student who has been
drinking and calls for medical
help can face academic sanctions
and have the situation recorded
on their permanent record. The
underage student suffering from
alcohol-related medical conditions (such as alcohol poisoning)
can also face academic sanctions
and fines. Both students can be
required to attend a special class
related to underage drinking.
While the existing policy al-

ready reduces university sanctions
on underage drinking in these circumstances, Redd hopes to further
reduce sanctions against both the
student who calls and the student
in need of help.
In Redd’s proposal, the calling
student will need to meet with
the administration to discuss the
incident, but the event will not appear on their permanent record.
Similarly, the student requiring
medical assistance will not face
academic sanctions or need to pay
fines, but will still be required to
attend an alcohol class and the incident will appear on their permanent record.
The new medical amnesty initiative is currently being examined
by legal counsel. According to
Redd, some form of the new policy will be officially implemented
next school year.
To promote the initiative, Redd
hosted a speech by Norm and
Dawn Finbloom, whose teenaged
son Brett died of alcohol poisoning after his friends neglected to
call for medical assistance two
years ago, on Jan. 28.
“(The change in policy) doesn’t
encourage drinking. This encourages safety,” Redd said. “We don’t
want to punish people for doing
the right thing.”
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Career Fair Prep Events:

Career Fair Prep Walk-in Advising with Employers

Monday, February 10th
Making the Most of the Spring Career Fair
Presented by Enterprise Rent-A-Car

1

1

1
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'
•t~

Thursday, February 13

11:00-1:00 ... Children's Hospital and Procter &Gamble

\

1.30-3.30 ... Paycor

Wednesday, February 12th
Career Fair Prep Resume Workshop
Presented by Axcess Financial Services

1

Friday, February 14
11:00-1:00 ... Total Quality Logistics and Gap, Inc.
1:30-3:30 ... Federal Home Loan Bank of Cinti.

T~urs~ay, Febru~ry 13th {~l ~

1

Monday, February 17
11:00-1:00 ... Teach for America
1:30-3:30 ... Integrity Express Logistics

D1vers1ty Reception

r '\'rl f\

For more detailed information and to view alist of employers attending the Fair go to www.xavier.edu/career.

Special Thanks to our Spring Fair Employer Sponsors

-

AMERICAN
MODERN~

~:NSURANCEGROUF

*macys
*

CAREERS AFTER COLLEGE

mm
PIZZA .

I

•

~nterpr1se
I

s .

Western &Southern
Financial Group

, -' .

Protective.
Life Insurance Company

Like us on Facebook
www.facebook.com/ -~ .
xaviercareer
l!l1~1
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peer leader progratn
BY GINA CARFAGNO

Staff Writer
Incoming first-years will have
a new opportunity to find guidance on campus during their first
year through the new Xavier Peer
Leader program.
In a joint effort between the
Office of Student Involvement,
Office of Retention and Parent
Outreach and the undergraduate office in the Williams College
of Business, a new program has
been developed for undergraduate first-years to be mentored by
junior and senior upperclassmen.
The Williams College of
Business has been running a similar program with their first-year
students this year, and now the
opportunity will be expanded to
include the College of Arts and
Sciences and the College of Social
Science, Health, and Education.
The program brings together
four first-year students with an
upperclassman leader who will
help guide the first-years throughout the year. Peer leaders will
meet with their first-years at least
once a month, help answer questions, connect them with offices
on campus and support them as
they get involved at Xavier.
All Williams College of
Business first-year students will
be partnered with an upperclassman. First-years in other colleges
will have the opportunity to sign
up on Road to Xavier during the
summer.
"We are looking for all types
of students to apply to be a
Peer Leader," Assistant Director

of Student Involvement for
Leadership and Orientation Molly
Dugan said.
''We want a diverse group of
peer leaders in all aspects of the
word, so we encourage all students to consider this as a great
way to assist the new Xavier students in becoming a part of our
community," Dugan said.
To become a peer leader in the
Williams College of Business, students must be rising seniors. For
other colleges, students must be
nsmg 1umors or semors.
Peer leaders will need to go
through training and participate in
online modules over the summer.
Restrictions and criteria are detailed on the One App site www.
xavier.edu/ oneapp. The application for non-business students is
also on this site and is due Feb. 14.
If a student has used the One
App already for another application and would like to send it in
for peer leaders as well, contact
Dugan at duganm@xavier.edu
or Colleen Blevins at blevinsc@
xavier.edu. For business students,
the application is on the Williams
College of Business website and is
due Feb 7.
Students can contact Ann
Schmidt at schmidta@xavier.edu
or Laura Frazier at frazier@xavier.
edu with questions. Information
sessions will take place at 10 a.m.
and 3 p.m. on Feb. 10 and 4 p.m.
on Feb. 13 in Smith 344. Williams
College of Business peer leaders
are required to attend one session.
Students from other colleges are
encouraged to attend.

BY LYDIA ROGERS

Staff Writer
Plans for the Alter Hall renovations were discussed in an information session on Jan. 31 in
Smith Hall. Executive Director for
Physical Plant David Lococo and
Joseph Kohrs, president of KLH
Engineers, held an open dialogue
with students about what sustainability options were available
based on economic reasoning.
"One of the primary outcomes
of the discussion was to provide
the students a perspective on the
different energy-saving options
available for Alter from an economic standpoint," Lococo said.
Kohrs took a philosophical approach when discussing sustainability possibilities.
"Philosophy in sustainability
choices means making economically justifiable choices," Kohrs
said.
According to Kohrs, although
some sustainability options seem
appealing and effective (such as
geothermal energy) they may not
be the most economically reasonable choice when considering the
payback on an investment.
Kohrs also discussed the economic reasoning behind how
much influence the student body
will have over the new sustainable
design. He believes in the importance of a design that is not only
accessible to students, but also
cost-conscious. Operable windows in the classrooms would not
be a justifiable option because, although students would be allowed
some control, it could result in
higher costs if students did not
use them wisely.

Newswire file photo

The Alter Hall renovations plan to include an environmentally conscious design.

In terms of a design that is
cost-efficient as well as student
interactive, Kohrs mentioned a
monitoring system that would allow students in Alter to keep track
of the energy levels in the building at any given time depending
on factors such as when the lights
are turned on or off.
"This will allow students to see
their impact on a macro level,"
Kohrs said.
"Monitoring will be part of
the final design. The quantity and
location of monitoring stations is
dependent on meeting the overall
budget for construction," Lococo
said.
There are a number of other
sustainable features that were possible for Alter's new design.
''A key part of sustainability is
the reuse of materials," Lococo
said. ''We are changing the skin of
the building and the interior walls,
but not the structure. We want to
create a building that contributes
to and doesn't distract from the

teaching environment."
Lococo discussed the importance of being economically justified while bringing about an
educational output. He presented
outdoor classrooms as an option
because fresh air has been found
to be conducive to a healthy learning environment.
It is also in the plan to redesign the layout of the interior in
order to change the style of the
classrooms.
"They will now be less cookiecutter and more flexible," Lococo
said. "This will make the building
more durable in the long-term."
Other sustainability features
will include maximized insulation,
LED lighting and a heat recovery
system.
As of now, the renovations are
planned to start in March with
the approval of the Board of
Trustees. However, it ultimately
relies on the allocation of the
funds. Ideally, the renovations
would conclude in August.

- Paid Advertisement -

Classifieds

POLICE

House for Rent

NOTES

2012
-Wayland Ave
-Available June
-2 kitchens and
baths
-Air conditioning
-Front porch
-Free Landry
-Off Street parking
-Fenced backyard.
-Ideal for large groups
up to 7.
-$375/student for 4 or
less, $350 /student for
5 or more.
If Interested Contact:
Matt
513-587-9884 or
matthew.dias@
ge.com

Jan. 27, 4:30 p.m. Xavier Police and Physical
Plant assisted a student
stuck in an elevator in
Husman Hall.

nessed a contract employee
viewing pornographic material on a computer located in

dent from Kuhlman Hall was
found unresponsive in the
front yard of a residence in

Cohen Hall.

the 1400 block of Wayland
Avenue. The student was

Jan.

30,

4:24

p.m.

Jan. 28, 9:48 a.m. - An
employee reported that
someone egged the en-

Xavier Police assisted
Norwood Police with a prisoner search at the Norwood

trance door of a residence
in Brockman Hall.

Police Department.

transported
to
Mercy
Norwood Hospital for possible alcohol poisoning.

Feb. 2, 12:38 p.m. - Xavier
Police assisted Norwood Police
with a burglary report in the
4600 block of McNeil Street.
The

building

was

searched

but the suspects were gone on
arrival.

Feb. 1, 8:02 p.m. - An

Feb. 2, 2:15 p.m. -A student
reported that they were threat-

Jan. 31, 2:44 p.m.

officer on patrol discovered
damage in the Commons.

ened by the guest of another
student.

29, 10:36 p.m.
Xavier Police assisted
Residence Life with a room

Xavier received a report
from Physical Plant that
someone had been burning

The damage was a long,
black mark spanning a large
section of the hallway caused

NOTE OF THE

search in Kuhlman Hall.
Small amounts of marijuana and paraphernalia were

paper in the basement of
Brockman Hall for the past
several days. Residence Life

by a Sharpie marker.

confiscated. Residence Life
will follow up.

is investigating the matter

Feb. 1, 12:22 a.m.

Xavier Police and Cincinnati
Fire and Rescue responded
to a fire alarm in the Campus

Norwood Fire and Rescue
informed Xavier Police that
an underage, intoxicated stu-

Services building. They were
unable to determine the
cause.

Jan.

Jan. 30, 10:49 a.m. Two students reported to
Xavier Police that they wit-

Feb. 2, 6:47 a.m.

WEEK
A little too suggestive?
Jan. 28, 4:02 p.m. - An
employee reported someone leaving inappropriate
comment cards on the suggestion board in the Hoff
Dining Commons.
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Conference woes continue for men’s basketball

By Adam Tortelli

A slow start to Saturday’s matinee at Cintas Center once again
plagued the Musketeers as head
coach Chris Mack’s team found itself in an early eight point deficit.
Freshman guard Myles
Davis’ 3-point field goal
sparked an 8-0 run highlighted at the charity stripe to send
the Muskies into halftime with
a 28-27 lead.
Despite the composure
displayed by countering a
number of Seton Hall
runs, Xavier would last
see the lead following
senior forward Isaiah
Philmore’s five straight
points, contributing to
a 46-45 edge with 10:22
to go in the game.
The Pirates found
salvation behind the
3-point line extending
their advantage to as
much as nine.
Two tri-captains of
sophomore guard Semaj
Christon (21 points, six
assists, three rebounds)
and junior center Matt
Stainbrook (16 points, 14 rebounds, three assists) carried
the team as far as they could.
Junior small forward Justin
Martin cooled off from his
Newswire photo by Andrew Matsushita stellar conference play for a
(5-4) record.
slow five points in 22 minutes
Early games continue to be a of play.
struggle for the Xavier men’s basTwo days after their first home
ketball team after a 68-60 loss to loss of the season, the wound
the visiting Pirates of Seton Hall. continued to grow in a primetime
Staff Writer
The Xavier men’s basketball
team’s woes continued after a
home loss to Seton Hall on
Saturday and a road defeat
at Villanova Monday
night. The loss pushes
the team to fourth
place in the Big East
and leaves
XU with
a 15-7

Newswire photo by Andrew Matsushita

Xavier had a pair of poor performances this past week, losing to Seton Hall 68-60 at home and 81-58 at Villanova.

81-58 trouncing by the Villanova
Wildcats who came into the game
ranked sixth in the country.
Nearly replicating the result of
the women’s team in Philadelphia
a week prior, the home Wildcats
jumped out to an early 9-0 lead.
Stainbrook
slammed
the
Musketeers onto the scoreboard
following three missed shots and
three turnovers by Xavier.
A late Muskie surge trimmed
Villanova’s lead to six despite 11
turnovers to end the first half.
However, the flood gates opened
in favor of Villanova when play
resumed behind James Bell’s 27
points, Jayvaughn Pinkston’s 11
and Darrun Hillard’s 17 as the
Wildcats once again pounced to
an early nine point lead.

Another late 15-4 Villanova
run would put the game too far
out of reach for a Xavier comeback as the home team cruised to
victory.The Musketeers were again
led by Christon’s 17 points and
Stainbrook’s sixth double-double
of the season as he recorded 14
and 11.

Newswire photo by Andrew Matsushita

Some good news came in
Martin’s solid second half shooting, regaining his hot conference
form.The men’s basketball team
looks to get back on track as it
seeks revenge on Providence
Saturday afternoon before heading to Indianapolis to finish the
season series with Butler.

Player of the Week

Junior center Matt Stainbrook
earns the Player of the Week
honors. Stainbrook had an
average of 15 points, 12.5 rebounds and went 8-9 from the
free throw line in two Xavier
losses against Seton Hall and
Villanova. The center’s effort
and big stat line stood out
amid a tough week for XU.

XU
women’s
basketball
can’t
shake
losing
streak
B N
J
y

ikhil elaji

Staff Writer
The Xavier women’s basketball
team came up short against the
Butler Bulldogs Saturday evening
in Cintas Center, losing 68-54.
The loss brings the Musketeers
to 8-14 overall and 3-7 in the Big
East. The Bulldogs improved to
10-11 overall and 5-5 in Big East
play.
Sophomore forward Briana
Glover and sophomore guard
Aliyah Zantt combined for 26
points. Glover recorded a team-

high 16 points and pulled down
four rebounds. Zantt scored
10 points, which included two
3-pointers and four rebounds.
Senior guard Shatyra Hawkes
added 13 points to the Musketeers’
effort as well as three rebounds
and a team-high five assists.
Freshman
forward
Leah
Schaefer almost achieved a double-double with eight points and
nine rebounds.
The Bulldogs jumped out with
a 8-3 early lead in the opening
minutes. However, Xavier would

not give up after being hit with an
early deficit.
With a 10-2 run, Xavier cut
the deficit to one with a 3-pointer
from Hawkes with 7:43 to go in
the half. Glover tied the game up
with a 3-pointer of her own. The
Musketeers could not hold their
momentum and went into halftime with Butler leading 30-25.
The Bulldogs continued their
surge in the start of the second
half with a 16-3 run, resulting in
an 18 point lead, the largest of the
night.

The Musketeers were relentless,
adding back-to-back 3-pointers to
go on a 13-2 run, cutting the lead
to eight points. Butler ran away
with the victory, ending the game
with a 6-0 run.
Xavier finished 19-63 from the
field and 6-27 from the 3-point
line. Butler outrebounded the
Musketeers 47-39. Xavier also had
11 assists on 19 shots, muscling 11
second-chance points.
The Musketeers’ next game is
against the DePaul Blue Demons
at 7 p.m. tonight at Cintas Center.

Newswire photos by Andrew Matsushita

Senior guard Shatyra Hawkes (left) recorded 11 pts in XU’s loss to Butler Saturday, while sophomore forward Briana Glover had 16 pts and four rebounds.

Upcoming
Schedule
Tonight:

Xavier vs. DePaul
@ 7 p.m.
2/8

@ Georgetown
4 p.m.

2/15

@ Marquette
1 p.m.

2/18

vs. Creighton
7 p.m.

2/22

@ Providence
2 p.m.

2/25

@ Butler
7 p.m.

3/1

vs. Villanova
12 p.m.

3/4

@ Seton Hall
7 p.m.
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What to expect from Sochi Olympics 2014:
Edited by: Tim Wilmes
newswire-sports@xavier.edu

Staff writer Kyle Isaacs highlights unique winter olympic events

By Kyle Isaacs

Staff Writer
Once every four years a spectacle like no other takes center
stage and re-introduces the world
to unique cold-weather sporting
events: the Winter Olympics.
The 22nd Winter Olympiad
will kick off with the opening ceremony on Feb. 7 in Sochi, Russia.
The Games will last for 16 days,
with over 2,500 of the world’s best
athletes from 88 different countries participating in a wide variety
of sports.
To better equip you before the
start of the festivities, let us dive
deeper into some of the most exciting, yet unheralded events in
the Winter Olympic Games.
Short Track Speed Skating
This fast-paced event has been
a part of the Olympics for over 20
years but gained notoriety in the
mid-2000s when American speed
skater Apolo Ohno skated his way
to eight medals between 2002 and
2010.

This sport includes both individual and team relays, with the
distances remaining under 5,000
meters.
The most intriguing aspect of
speed skating is the hairpin turns
skaters must make in order to
shave seconds off their time.
More often than not, a slip by
one skater can turn catastrophic,
resulting in a collision that inevitably shakes up the standings.
The first meet will occur on
Feb. 10, so if you have a few minutes to sit down and enjoy this
high-intensity sport, I highly recommend doing so.

shoulders to maneuver their sled,
attempting to keep control while
sledding down the track at speeds
more than 75 mph.
The United States placed first in
total medal count for the skeleton
at the 2010 Winter Olympics, so
cheer on your favorite American
athlete as they slide down the
track at top speeds.

Curling
Considered to be the “hottest”
sport in the 2010 Olympics, curling has gained worldwide recognition for its unique setup and style
of play.
For those not familiar with the
sport, curling involves two to four
athletes sliding stones across a
sheet of ice towards a target, similar to that of shuffleboard.
The most intriguing part of
this event is what occurs after one
player releases the “rock,” because
it is in this moment where his or
her teammates slide down the ice
with the stone, clearing a path for
it with their brooms.

Skeleton
Childhood memories of wintertime predictably include sledding down a neighborhood hill,
attempting to go as fast as possible to beat your friends.
In much the same way, skeleton
is a single-athlete sport in which
competitors travel down a luge
track on a sled.
The riders use their head and

Through alternating turns, each
team attempts to knock their opponent’s stones out of the circle,
thus enabling them to score more
points.
As if you needed any more
reason to watch this sport, simply go online and check out Team
Canada’s uniforms.
This year’s Olympic Games
has been marred with controversy
leading up to the opening ceremonies, ranging from financial
issues, stadium construction and
the Russian government’s stance
on various social issues.
But once the torch is lit on
Friday at Fisht Olympic Stadium,
tension will hopefully subside,
leaving the bright lights on the
athletes competing for gold.

women’s tennis bounces back with big wins
Upcoming BMen’s,
matched up against Eastern
C
B
Staff Writer
Kentucky at 7 p.m. Feb. 7 at
a challenging start
home.
Schedule to theIt hasspringbeenseason
for the Xavier
The Xavier men’s team has
y

Men’s Schedule

2/7

at Indiana
vs Central Florida

2/8

vs IUPUI*

2/14

at St. Joseph’s

Women’s Schedule
2/7 vs Eastern Kentucky*
2/14

at St. Joseph’s

2/15

at Temple

2/19

vs. Butler*

* denotes home game

hris

ehler

men’s and women’s tennis teams.
After losing to No. 40 ranked
Indiana University 7-0 on Jan. 25
and to Miami (Ohio) 4-3 the following day, the Xavier women
came back strong to best Abilene
Christian (ACU) 5-2 this past
Saturday.
The women’s doubles team
persevered for Xavier. After a 0-2
start on the season and a loss in
the first doubles match of the
third game in 2014, seniors Andrea
Wolf and Allyson Westling defeated Nada Marjanovic and Emily
Conrad of Abilene Christian 6-3
in match three to clinch a doubles
point.
Daniella Patton and Christina
Di’Lorenzo defeated ACU’s
Newswire photo by Greg Rust
doubles team 6-4 in the second
Senior Allyson Westling secured a
match.
The Xavier women will be doubles win against Abilene Christian.

been improving steadily after a
rocky start. After starting its season with losses to Ohio State,
Eastern Kentucky and Brown
University, the men’s team rallied
in the second game of its doubleheader to beat Bryant University
7-0.
The following day, Xavier proceeded to take down Binghamton
in a close 4-3 showing. Sophomore
Adam Krull was relentless in his
singles match, giving up only three
total points to sophomore Sid
Hazarika. In addition to Krull’s
performance, senior teammate
Mesa Mei defeated the same opponent twice, junior Ismael Dinia, in
his singles and doubles matchup.
The men play against Indiana
Newswire photo by Greg Rust
University and Central Florida
starting at 10 a.m. Feb. 7 in Senior Mesa Mei went 2-0 in singles
matches in Xavier’s last two victories.
Bloomington, Ind.

Xavier track and field impresses in Indiana invitationals
Upcoming BStaff
country including Notre Dame, man Matthew Bryant and junior
N
M G
Writer
Alabama, Louisville and Indiana.
Ryan Konstanzer each won their
Weekend
Other top performers on the events in the 800m, long jump and
After competing in the
Schedule Mastodon Duals at Indiana men’s side were junior Corey 400m respectively.
Standouts
University-Purdue University Fort Zielinski who posted a personal
For the women’s team, sophoy

2/7-8
UIndy Relays
Indianapolis, Ind.
2/14-15
Hoosier Hills Inv.
Bloomington, Ind.
2/21-22
Big East Indoor Champs.
New York, N.Y.

ick

c ill

Wayne (IPFW) in Fort Wayne,
Ind. on Jan. 25, the Musketeers
travelled back to Indiana this
past weekend to compete in the
Indiana University (IU) Relays in
Bloomington and the IPFW invitational in Fort Wayne.
Reigning Big East Field Athlete
of the Week senior Craig Krcal
posted another impressive mark
for the pole vault with a height
of 4.5 meters. The height is the
third highest mark so far in the
Big East.
The IU Relays consisted of
top programs from around the

record in the 3000m with a time
of 8:42.98.
Senior Tom Ohlman continued Xavier’s impressive streak by
finishing eighth in the mile with a
time of 4:15.96.
For the women, senior Adrija
Taraska tossed a distance of 12.62
meters in the shot put, which
ranks her fifth in the shot put in
the Big East.
The following day at the IPFW
invitational, many Xavier athletes
placed well in their events and set
personal records.
Junior Connor Buchholz, fresh-

more Onya Edwards won the long
jump and senior Jessica Albers
won the 3000m with a time of
10:34.53.
On Friday and Saturday, the
Musketeers will travel to the
University of Indianapolis to
compete in the UIndy Relays to
continue their good form.
These two weekends of backto-back competition will give the
Musketeers valuable experience
in competing on consecutive days
as they prepare to compete on
back-to-back days of the Big East
Championships.

Men’s Team
Craig Krcal - Pole Vault
4.5 meters
Corey Zielinski - 3000m
8:42.98 (PR)

Women’s Team
Adrija Taraska - Shot Put
12.62 meters
Jessica Albers - 3000m
10:34.53
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One Dose of America
The State of the Union and the Super Bowl collide

I

n studying both history
and modern sociology,
we find that great insights
into the characteristics and values
of a culture can be derived from
observing its entertainment and
arts. This past week in television
has provided an interesting opportunity to examine the priorities
of our nation. As I’m sure you
are aware, both the State of the
Union address as well as Super
Bowl XLVIII took place only five
days apart. Both of these events
occur only annually. One addresses the state of affairs in our nation’s politics, and the other is a
sporting event. In a perfect world,
we would hope that they would
receive equal coverage, but, as I
am sure I don’t need to tell you,
the truth of the matter is quite the
opposite.
The 2014 State of the Union
received the lowest number of
viewers of any SOTU since 2000,
roughly 33.3 million. Keep in
mind that this is roughly 10 percent of the U.S. population if we
are using the statistics provided at
last count in 2012.
On the other hand, around
110 million viewers, roughly 35
percent of the nation, watched
Super Bowl XLVIII. If we are to
consider that each television is a
“viewer,” and that many people
had Super Bowl parties, we can
safely assume that much more
than 35 percent of the nation was
tuned in. So what does this tell us
about our values as Americans?
At a first glance of these statistics, it would seem that the
American people value football
above the condition of their government, but I would like to offer
a different proposition. Instead
of chastising the public over their
love of sport and apathy towards
government, let us examine instead the reasons that may play a
factor in these dispositions.
I think in order for us to accurately examine this issue, we may

also need to re-examine the Super
Bowl.
Taken as just a sporting event,
this type of comparison between
the highest level of football competition and an address from our
president would yield no other
conclusion than a deplorable state
of priorities from our public. This
would, however, be an oversimplification of what the Super Bowl

“Americans
have turned
their attention
elsewhere
as they lose
faith in their
government.”
Andrew DeCilles
has become.
People who aren’t even football fans will attend Super Bowl
parties, fans cheer for teams other
than those that they are faithful
to and even poor college students
splurge on some extra snacks and
beer for the event. It could be said
that the Super Bowl is almost an
American holiday. It was very interesting for me to note that at the
particular viewing party I had chosen to attend, people socialized
and talked smack during the game
— but God forbid someone make
a sound during the commercials!
Commercials this year featured
several heartfelt ads about cancer
survival and driving safety, as well
as a celebration of a soldier’s return home that would make anyone’s heart swell. We saw frequent
depictions of cowboys, Americanmade products and cars that were
advertised as such.
During the game itself, the
amount of pomp and circumstance surrounding the National
Anthem, the singing of “America

the Beautiful” and the performances of our favorite musical
artists during the famous Super
Bowl halftime show all signify to
me that the Super Bowl has transformed into much more than an
NFL game: it has become a celebration of American culture.
How does this relate to the
discrepancy of attention that
the State of the Union and the
Super Bowl received? In the past,
Americans have always tuned in
to addresses by the president, especially the “fireside chats” à la
Roosevelt. In recent times, however, Americans have turned their
attention elsewhere as they lose
faith in their government. Gallup
polls as recent as last week put
Congressional approval at 13 percent and Presidential approval at
42 percent.
It would seem to me that the
nearly three times higher viewer
count that Super Bowl XLVIII received over the State of the Union
address signifies not a misplacement of priorities, but rather that,
because of our frustration with
our government, Americans are
turning elsewhere to receive their
dose of “’Murica.”
If considering this perspective makes you lose faith in the
American people, our government or our culture in general,
let’s not forget that we got to see
Morpheus sing “Nessun Dorma.”

Andrew DeCilles is a junior in
the Philosophy, Politics & the Public
program with a major in philosophy. He
is from Batesville, Ind.

First Amendment to the United States’Constitution
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.
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Staff editorials: Subsidized preschools?
SGA election

Ken Ham vs. A popular, complex issue is finally getting attention,
Bill Nye: debate
Bill Nye “the Science Guy,” a but at the same time needs popular rethinking

As SGA elections approach in
a week’s time, it is one of the few
times students get the opportunity
to demonstrate the limited power
they have in the administration of
the university. We, as students, get
to elect our representatives.
The president of the student
government, through the help of
two vice presidents, forms a bridge
between the student body (including the Senate) and the administration. He or she is the voice of
students at official functions, one
of the ways students can advocate
for themselves.
Student politics does not have a
hold on Xavier. Campaign seasons
merit attention, but for the most
part, the student body is blissfully
ignorant of the inner workings of
SGA. That makes this week the
key moment of student politics at
Xavier for the academic year.
It ought to go without saying,
but here it is: VOTE.

popularizer of science, and Ken
Ham, founder and owner of the
Creation Museum of Petersburg,
Ky., faced each other in a televised
and internet-streamed debate on
Feb. 4. Both purported to be men
of science, even though they fell
on opposite sides of one of the
most controversial discussions of
our time.
Ham had the chance to present first. He used his half hour
to outline his position: there is a
distinction between historical and
operational science. He intended
to sway his audience toward the
idea that there is a difference between laboratory science and theories concerning the provenance
of life. Ham’s position allows for
a young Earth while still adhering to standard scientific theories,
such as Newton’s laws, and most

The relevance
of elections

Two radical
positions

This year, voting is changing
from years past. No longer will
voting occur through the Portal.
Instead, as Xavier moves to ditch
the Portal by the end of the academic year, the voting will be
hosted through a Xavier website.
The website is accessible and requires a login, just like the Portal.
It may require some effort to
go to the new website for those
of us who are accustomed to the
Portal, but it is of the utmost importance. It would be impractical
for the student body to work with
the administration and the Board
of Trustees in a direct way. A university is not a democracy, especially one that is in the throes of
a financial crisis. We must give this
mandate to one student, and it is
our responsibility to continue to
engage in dialogue with those who
are elected.
This may not be feasible considering how little most Xavier
students pay attention to SGA.
That said, we can at least pick a
moderately-responsible student to
represent our interests, can’t we?

current research involving directly
testable empirical data.
Nye’s initial presentation, in
opposition, demonstrated a unified version of science: historical
science and evolution over thousands of years informs our understanding of mechanical science
that we practice and investigate
today. He focused on the coherency of a totalizing, scientific
narrative.
Nye’s position did not look
favorable in the face of Ham’s
distinction between historical
and operational science. Nye did
not have a poor argument by any
means, but his rhetoric failed to
answer Ham.
If Ham had any convincing
point working in his favor, it was
the distinction above: there is a
difference between mixing together baking soda and vinegar
and seeing a violent reaction and
proposing the origins of life itself.
That does not help him deal with
the fossil record, but it does strike
the possibility of a middle ground
that both men overlook.

Correction:

Last week, the Newswire included information on the upcoming Student Goverment election. The election will take
place from 8 a.m. on Feb. 12 to 4 p.m. on Feb. 13 at www.
xavier.edu/election.

P

resident Obama delivered his State of the
Union address on Jan.
28 in which he made high-quality
preschools for every American
child a priority. This sparked several editorials in “The New York
Times” arguing how great this program is, how under-funded it will
become and how little we actually
know about early education.
Universal preschool is one of
those rare issues in modern politics that has strong bi-partisan
support, drawing from 60 percent of Republicans and 84 percent of Democrats. In 2009,
the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development
(OECD) gathered 33 countries’
math, reading and science scores
The United States ranked 33rd.
Everyone wants to help children, because the more educated
they are, the more likely they are
to have a higher standard of living, which in turn makes the nation more competitive.
It is a win-win, but there are
some fundamental flaws.
The federal government is
not very skilled when it comes
to education. In 1965, the Head
Start program was created under
then-President Johnson’s War on
Poverty. It is a program designed
to help children from birth to age
five of low income families to be
better prepared for their schooling career. However, the effectiveness of the program is still in
question. A 2011 Department of
Health and Human Services report sharpened the debate when it
determined that the program had
positive benefits across the board,
but these were gone by the third
grade.
The No Child Left Behind Act
is another example. The program
was designed to boost schools’
test scores and make sure that ‘no
child is left behind.’ Instead, with
the series of incentives built into
the program, schools have developed a culture to teach the test.
Now we are trying to impose a
first or second grade curriculum
on kindergarteners in an attempt
to raise test scores. The result —

every child is left behind.
The road to hell is paved with
good intentions, and with a universal preschool system, I expect
to see more of the same. I do
not believe it will be well-funded,
which will lead to poorer results.
When the men in Washington
aren’t happy they will blame the
teachers, demand that we improve
the Pre-K test scores and try embracing a curriculum the children
are just not ready for.
The problem with the American
education system is not its size.
The problem is one of culture.
Expanding it to include three and

“The problem
with the
American
education
system is not
its size. The
problem is one
of culture.”
Seah McMahon
four year olds will not raise the
test scores. Everything from the
Head Start program onward has
been seen through the lens of
competition, not equity.
Take Finland, for example. Its
education system is one of the
best in the world, and children do
not start until they are seven, with
preschool starting at age five, and
have less homework and testing.
How do they do it?
Here in America, we approach
education reform through competition. Everyone and everything is
ranked. This results in an inequality where the good schools receive
more funding and do better, while
the poor schools get less funding
and fall farther behind.
In Finland, everything is about
equity — to give every Finnish
child the same education opportunities. There are no school or
class rankings. The schools are
not obsessed with test scores or
how they compare to neighboring schools. Their sole focus is to

make the most of their students,
by teaching at the student’s pace.
“Children learn better when
they are ready,” Kari Louhivuori, a
Finnish teacher and principal, said
to “Smithsonian” magazine. And
the Finnish results prove it.
The Finns also approach
teaching in a way that is alien to
American thought.
In America, there is a (demeaning) dictum about teachers:
“Those who can’t do, teach.” In
many cases, American professionals view teachers as failures
in their field. With this mind set,
physics teachers become the physicist who could not make the cut
and are only “fit” to teach.
In contrast, Finnish teachers
are selected from the top 10 percent of their nation’s graduates
and are required to earn a master’s
degree. They are also paid better
and treated with the same respect
that Americans give to doctors
and lawyers.
Education reforms should not
look like more of the same. We
need to fundamentally change
our understanding of education.
Critics of the Finnish education
system say that they benefit from
a smaller and more homogenous
population than America; therefore, it won’t work here in the
states.
I am not asking that America
adopt all the Finnish policies of
low student-teacher ratios or abandon standardize testing, though
I do believe this needs to be examined. I am asking that we radically rethink our attitudes about
education. It is a small but vital
first step in improving America’s
education.

Sean McMahon is a junior from
Riverside, R.I., majoring in English
and advertising.
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Macklemore’s win incites Grammy controversy
By alex spindler

The duo Macklemore & Ryan
Lewis led the pack with four wins
Amidst a cavalcade of diverse (untraditional for performers who
performances ranging from a produce in the rap category alone)
piano duet between legendary – Best New Artist, Best Rap
songwriter Carole King and Sara Performance, Best Rap Song and
Barielles to a less-than-well-re- Best Rap Album.
ceived jukebox dance by Taylor
Critical backlash from the rap
Swift, controversy bubbled to community has ignited much disthe surface at the 2014 Grammy cussion over their wins.
Awards.
Many prominent rap artists such as
Kanye West
and Kendrick
Lamar
were
reportedly displeased with
the Recording
Academy’s decision to award
these Grammys
to such a
mainstream
artist
like
Macklemore.
West took
his opinions
even a step
further, citing
racial
prejudice as the
culprit behind
Macklemore’s
debut success.
Photo courtesy of cottenkandi.com
Artist Mackelmore during his Grammy acceptance speech.
According
Staff Writer

to West, the
A f r i c a n American community feels constantly slighted
by the Recording
Academy when
rap awards are
granted to white
artists with nonracial messages
without
even
blinking an eye.
In addition,
the decision by
Macklemore,
various
other
artists and producers to legally
marry over 30
same-sex couples during their
performance of
Photo courtesy of socialitelife.com
“Same Love” in Ryan Lewis and Mackelmore holding their four Grammy Awards after the
awards ceremony.
the broadcast
only fueled the flame.
saying that the “mainstream feel” 2013 Super Bowl Halftime Show
Many point to Macklemore & only aids the Grammy ceremony with Beyoncé Knowles and Miley
Ryan Lewis’ push for a homo- in its popularity and that the social Cyrus’ performance at the 2013
sexual agenda as inappropriate justice aspect adds a thicker layer Video Music Awards.
for such a widely-viewed (and to the impact of music overall.
Though West, Lamar and
Tweeted) ceremony that ought to
The 2014 Awards broadcast other artists may find issue with
celebrate achievements in music, went on record as one of the Macklemore’s & Ryan Lewis’ dinot social progress.
top five most-Tweeted events in visive material and approach, the
Controversies aside, Nielsen ex- history, falling behind programs duo found itself atop the charts
perts would point to the contrary, such as the Golden Globes, the and critical polls for 2013.

Seth
MacFarlane
returns
to
film
MacFarlane to star in “A Million Ways to Die in the West” Actor updates for “Batman vs. Superman” cause stir
By Grant Vance

Jessie Eisenberg and Jeremy Irons announced to play Lex Luthor and Alfred

Seth MacFarlane is the creator of the comedy “Family Guy.”

The
announcement
also
came as a shock because Bryan
Actors Jesse Eisenberg and
Cranston, whose demonic drug
Jeremy Irons will suit up as Lex
king character Walter White skyLuthor and Alfred, Batman’s butrocketed him to fame, had negoler, respectively in the upcomtiated with director Zack Snyder
ing superhero epic “Batman vs.
about taking on the role.
Superman” set for a 2016 release.
Comic-Con representatives see
Following the trend of other
this casting as a consolation call
superhero blockbusters that have
and even an act of desperation
dominated the box office, this
to appeal to viewers who do not
movie is set to feature a mashup
follow the cinematic-superhero
of Batman and Superman
bandwagon and recvillains, love interests and
ognize Eisenberg for
plotlines.
his previous roles.
The decision to merge
So
far,
the
the two superheroes
“Batman
vs.
into one movie came afSuperman” flick has
ter the lukewarm recepnot appeared like
tion to “Man of Steel”
Christopher Nolan’s
and the announcement
“Dark Knight” trilthat “The Dark Knight
ogy or Sam Rami’s
Rises” would end director
“Spider-Man” films.
and writer Christopher
Ben Affleck’s castNolan’s involvement with
ing during the fall
the Batman franchise.
started a snowball
Photo courtesy of comicbookmovie.com effect and the adHowever, this particuJessie Eisenberg plays Lex Luthor in “Batman vs. Superman.”
lar casting statement was
dition of Eisenberg
met with both surprised content- Network” and “Zombieland” has only kept the ball rolling.
ment and disdain from comic fame, Eisenberg and his acting
Praise and hatred aside, this
book lovers and film-goers alike.
have been called into question movie is shaping up to be a huge
For one, when Michael Caine’s many times before.
addition to the summer 2016 cindeparture from his beloved porDespite his Academy Award ema season.
trayal of Alfred was confirmed nomination for his portrayal of
With a reported budget of alafter 2012’s “The Dark Knight Mark Zuckerberg, many wonder most $300 million and a heavy
Rises,” fans were unsure any ac- if his spastic dramatic style and marketing campaign set to start
tor could fill the shoes of Caine’s rapid-fire approach to dialogue this upcoming Christmas, “Batman
sensitive demeanor and trademark will fit the stoic and fearful arche- vs. Superman” is sure to make an
Cockney accent.
type of Lex Luthor.
impact, positive or not.

farm boy who falls in love with a
new woman in town and tries to
The talented actor, writer, sing- woo her in any way he can.
er and director Seth MacFarlane
His advancements are someis set to appear on the big screen what successful until he realizes
this May in the western comedy he has fallen for the wife of none
film, “A Million Ways to Die in other than the most infamous
the West.”
gun-slinger in town, who chalMacFarlane came off of lenges the farm boy to a duel for
the small screen success of his the hand of the woman.
shows such as “Family Guy” and
MacFarlane plays the lead
“American Dad,” and with the character in the film, the farm
release of his first feature film boy named Albert, accompanied
“Ted.”
by Liam Neeson as the infamous
The film was a success for gun-slinger and Amanda Seyfried
MacFarlane and established his as the dame of his dreams.
ability to handle far more than
The cast also includes perforthe cartoon shows he is renowned mances by Neil Patrick Harris,
for.
Giovanni Ribisi, Sarah Silverman
“A Million Ways to Die in the and Charlize Theron.
West” is a comedy western in the
It has been a while since a comsame vein as Mel Brook’s “Blazing edy has taken on the western forSaddles.”
mat, so “A Million Ways to Die in
The film follows the story of a the West” should be a refreshing
treat, especially since it
is made by such a successful comedian as
MacFarlane.
“A Million Ways to
Die in the West” is set
to be released on May
30, 2014.
In the meantime,
catch
MacFarlane
Sundays
on
FOX
Animation
Domination and watch
for his “Cosmos” remake airing on March
Photo courtesy of gulflive.com 9, 2014.
Staff Writer

By alex spindler

Staff Writer

However, if anyone recollects,
Irons lent his distinctive droll
voice to the role of the villain Scar
in “The Lion King.” Combined
with Tony and Academy awardwinning roles under his belt,
Irons may soon surprise viewers
as a fitting replacement to Caine’s
legacy.
The reaction to Eisenberg’s
casting has severely divided fans.
Noted for “The Social
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Ensemble Theatre Cincinnati triumphs with “Tribes”
Powerful acting, stunning design and spot-on directing make “Tribes” a must-see
By katherine colborn

Managing Editor
Ensemble Theatre Cincinnati’s
production of “Tribes” is so full
of thought-provoking material,
it’s almost overwhelming.
The sharp banter, obscene insults and brutal British humor
are trademarks of this brilliantly
funny and meaningful show that
explores the issues of identity and
community in both specific family
and cultural settings.
The story centers around a
young man named Billy who was
born deaf into a hearing family.
The youngest of three children, Billy lives at home with his
two adult siblings, and most of
the scenes take place in their boisterous, argumentative and intellectual household.
Billy was never taught sign language and grew up lip-reading, attempting to keep up with a family
that never slows down.
Their family dynamic begins to
change when Billy meets Sylvia, a
woman born into a “capital-D”
Deaf family and though hear-

ing, is slowly losing her auditory
senses.
The play questions methods of
communication, the role of language in shaping identity and the
way collective groups of people
— families, friends, cultures — influence the development of each.
Director Michael Evan Haney
has clearly worked hard to build
one of the greatest shows of the
season.
The set, the dialogue and the
performance are so true to life that
the audience members will have a
hard time remembering they’ve
come to the theater at all, thinking
instead they may be visiting a cluttered and cozy British home.
Brian C. Mehring, the show’s
set and lighting designer, deserves
an award for creating such a lifelike and meticulous set — every
corner of the stage was given attention and consideration, from
the magnets on the fridge to the
coats hanging behind the main sitting room.
The attention to detail in the
creation of this set was nothing

short of incredible.
The cast, much like the setting,
exceeded expectations.
Every character in “Tribes” is
multi-faceted, and this cast explores those complexities with a
raw and determined energy.
The family dynamic between
the characters is shown in every
subtle glance and every sweeping
gesture.
Ryan Wesley Gilreath’s performance is one of the highlights of
this play. His interpretation of
Billy’s brother Dan constantly and
fluidly expands.
Another performance worth
mentioning was that of the funny
Amy Warner, who played Beth, the
mother of Ruth, Dan and Billy.
Dale Dymkoski, who starred
as Billy, was regrettably a little too
stiff.
Though his character may
not have required the same type
of animation as his stage family,
his portrayal of Billy lacked the
same level energy, animation and
complexity the rest of the cast
demonstrated.

Photo courtesy of Ryan Kurtz

Dale Dymkoski as Billy and Kelly Mengelkoch as Sylvia in Ensemble’s “Tribes.”

Kelly Mengelkoch, an actress
who has shared the stage with
Xavier students in the fall production of “The Crucible,” played the
part of Sylvia.
Her work on stage may strike
the audience as overdramatic at
first, but as the story’s plot develops and conflicts arise, her performance becomes increasingly captivating and deeply moving.
Ensemble Theatre Cincinnati’s

production of “Tribes” is worth
seeing not just once but several
times.
The directors, producers, designers and cast proved themselves
not only talented but thoughtful.

Newswire Rating:
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Seth Meyers says goodbye to SNL
By alex spindler

the show for the last three years.
While on SNL, Meyers has had
the pleasure of performing in other unique venues.

does not end with his SNL chapStaff Writer
ter closing.
After nearly 13 years in service
Last summer, it was announced
as a featured player, troupe memthat Meyers would take over “Late
ber, Weekend Update anchor and
Night with Jimmy Fallon” as the
head writer, Seth Meyers bids farenew host and executive producer.
well to the longest-running sketch
Fallon would then ecstatically
comedy show in the United States,
take over “The Tonight Show,”
“Saturday Night Live” (SNL).
previously hosted by Jay Leno and
Meyers began his journey with
before him, the legendary Johnny
SNL back in 2001 after performCarson.
ing with various improv troupes
As Meyers and Fallon step into
such as ImprovOlympics and
their new shoes and homes folBoom Chicago.
lowing the 2014 Sochi Olympics, a
A Northwestern University
new set of changes will come into
graduate and lifelong comedy fan,
the world of NBC “Late Night.”
Meyers always believed SNL was
For one, Meyers and Fallon
the ultimate goal for any consumboth represent the SNL alumni
mate comedian or struggling imwith a special brand of comedy
prov actor in the business.
and improv training.
His fitting tribute featured the
Both hosts were determined
Photo courtesy of chicagomag.com
return of former cast members Meyers hosted “Weekend Update” on SNL. to bring the broadcasts back to
and best friends. Amy Poehler,
New York City, and will permahis former “Weekend Update”
His hosting of the ESPY nently broadcast their shows just
co-anchor, joined him to present awards for professional sport miles from the SNL studios at 30
his final broadcast of Weekend achievements sent the often-dour Rockefeller Plaza in New York
Update.
ratings through the roof.
City.
Also recently-departed cast
Additionally, Meyers was the
Plus with their long list of acmember, Bill Hader, made a sur- keynote speaker at the White claimed hosting positions before
prise appearance as Stefon, the House Correspondents Dinner in them, the “Late Night” viewers
misunderstood, excentric and un- April 2011.
are sure to see a different aprequited love interest of Meyers
Luckily for Meyers, his journey proach to the talk-show format
who has been a fan-favorite on with banter and comedic writing from now on.

“Songs in the Key of... Diaries”
Staff review

Newswire photo by Andrew Matsushita

Jordan Dunn during “I’d Give It All for You.”

The Good

• Impressive lighting design by
Alice Trent.
• Great performances by Emily
deKanter, Zach Julian, Megan
Hostetler and Maya Farhat.
• Directorial risks taken with accompaniment and song choice.
• Much student involvement.

The Bad

• Disconnection and imbalance
between performers and string
quartet.
• Lack of focus, cohesion and clarity in performances.
• Songs didn’t fit vocal ranges.
• Evident discomfort of performers during production.

Newswire Rating:
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Erin and Robert Lockridge are not typical Norwood residents. They heat their home with a stove and refuse to use
power tools if they can help it. They run a business that
has neither a website nor set prices. Their neighbors recognize them when they trek through Norwood’s streets
on many occasions with wheelbarrows full of dirt.

The Lockridges are parish farmers. They tend
gardens, grow food for the neighborhood and offer gardening programs for children — all to build
a community in Norwood from a perspective of
faith.
Since coming to Norwood, the Lockridges have
started their own pizza parlor, Moriah Pie, which
serves the local community.

could grow, he committed to living and working in
Norwood.
After the Lockridges got engaged, they moved to
Norwood and started a community-supported agriculture (CSA) project with the hope of reaching out
to the whole community, not just their church.
“Robert had an idea to start a pizza parlor because,
who doesn’t like a pizza?” Erin said. “It’s a good way
to use a lot of the produce, and it’s prepared and
given in a way that is readily consumable.”
This was the inspiration for Moriah Pie.

Origins

Robert Lockridge grew up in Central Virginia.
Erin grew up in Illinois. The couple met in 2010
while Erin took a summer course at Regent College
in Vancouver, where she had completed her graduate degree in 2005.
While attending Regent, Robert underwent a
radical shift, when he converted to evangelical
Christianity at age 17. His faith was challenged

“The Lord Will Provide”

Moriah Pie was started in October 2012. The
Lockridges grow all the ingredients themselves.
Because of the time it takes to grow the ingredients,
the shop only operates on Fridays out of Speckled
Bird café at 1766 Mills Ave. in Norwood.
“We named it Moriah Pie after the story of
Abraham and Isaac in the Bible when Abraham is
asked by God to sacrifice his son,” Erin said. “It’s
kind of a weird story, but when God provided the
ram instead of his son to sacrifice, Abraham names
that mountain ‘Mount Moriah,’ names God as ‘Godwho-will-provide.’”

while living in Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside,
“a notorious district” where drug addiction and
prostitution were commonplace.
He felt powerless and frustrated, and when
he saw a Christian community that had started a
garden, he thought they were wasting their time.
“After judging these folks and not really understanding what they were doing, I felt the need to do
something with my body, to pray with my body,”
Robert said. “I was inundated by things I couldn’t
change. I needed a way of physically praying.”
“Planting seeds became this way (of praying)
that captured my heart again…You put this thing
in the ground and there’s this mystery, and it looks
like death,” Robert said. Gardening became a way
of holding on to hope.
After graduate school at Regent, Robert de cided to move back east. He visited Norwood
in hopes of becoming a parish farmer. His first visit only
lasted six hours, but after
experiencing an overwhelming hospitality from a community with
which he

“The way we don’t name prices and entered into
this kind of economic relationship with people that’s
not as much in our control, we’re trying to venture
into deeper trust that God will provide for us and
for the people who come, and we don’t always know
what it looks like.”
After starting the pizzeria, the Lockridges shifted
their crop production to meet their objectives. They
grow large quantities of tomatoes, onions, garlic,
peppers, eggplants and other plants that work well
for pizza toppings, pizza sauce and salads.
Moriah Pie doesn’t serve meat on a regular basis.
“(It’s) not because we don’t enjoy meat — we love
meat — but there are lots of ethical issues around
meat, both for the animal’s sake as well as for those
who are butchering,” Robert said.
For the past two years, they have only served meat
on Christmas.

All photos by Taylor Fulkerson

The couple must continue to hold the economic
picture of Moriah Pie in tensions between principles
and practicality, but they are emboldened by their faith
in God. “The longer we live here and the longer we
tend the land, the more we become the land,” Robert
said. They believe they have received their lives in love,
so they desire to offer that back.

Life in Norwood

The Lockridges attempt to live in harmony with
their neighbors, functioning on a system of giving
and receiving.
Erin also runs a summer gardening workshop for
kids, which they call the “garden camp.”
“At the end of the session, she has all the oldest
kids cook a meal and then serve all the other kids,”
Robert said. “Their families come. All these families
and kids are eating and playing, and for the older
kids, it’s really empowering.”

The Lockridges have lived in Norwood for over
three years now. They know the neighborhood by its
environment now — by the wild bees in the park, the
fruit trees in the neighborhood and by the land itself.
Moriah Pie has been operational for over a year now,
and as more Norwood residents come to know the
project, the pizzeria increases its chances of success.

“

At some thoughts a man stands perplexed above all
at the sight of human sin, and wonders whether to
combat it by force or by humble love. Always decide:
‘I will combat it with humble love.’ If you resolve on
that once and for all, you can conquer the whole world.
Loving humility is a terrible force: it is the strongest of
all things and there is nothing else like it.
-Starets Zosima
Quote painted on the wall in Moriah Pie

”

